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JAN MOTTE AND RAINER OHLIGER 

Men and Women With(out) History? 
Looking for »Lieux de Memoire« in 

Germany's Immigration Society 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In his social theoretical writings Alfred Schütz introduced a number of social charac
ters. One of these characters was »the strangen< as a »man without history« 1. Within 
his (or her) new environment, the stranger is culturally atomised, detached from re
sources of collective meaning. His or her ability to be recognised in society is limited 
to individual actions and the attention that his or her person derives from it. To add to 
Schütz' analysis, one can elaborate and emphasise that the stranger is also confronted 
with collective assumptions. These assumptions are based on the monopoly of defin
ition that is exercised by the receiving society. Thus, he or she faces interpretations of 
how the receiving society imagines and construes the stranger. The stranger cannot ex
ercise any cultural capital beyond a tolerated exoticism or a preserving ethnic folklore, 
based on his or her (often imagined, but powerful) traditions. 

This means that the establishment of new narrative (social) forms, the anchoring of 
migration his tory as part of social memory or as commemorated history is far from 
being realised. Is migration thus a topic without history, without any lieux de me
moire? If one analyses the slowly emerging historical research on contemporary mi
gration history in Germany, one clearly discovers a vacuum of commemoration with 
regard to immigration. Other media be it his tory textbooks for schools2 as final prod
ucts of a political-administrative and ideological process, be it monuments and street 
names as conventional places of recognition and public participation, mostly remain 
empty placeholders. These »places« rarely transport or symbolise the codes and signs 
of immigrants, immigration or immigration history. »The stranger« lives a life apart 
from society. He or she does not participate in creating the symholic inventory of his 
world. Beyond the private world or the world of ethnic enclaves immigration is hard
Iy historieally represented or symbolised. It eould be seen as a situation of symbolie 
exclusion. This fact is a produet of the reeeiving soeiety. With its hegemonie power it 

1 Alfred SCHÜTZ, The Stranger, in: Alfred SCHÜTZ, Collected Papers, vol. II, The Hague 1964, pp. 91-105. 
2 For textbooks see Bettina ALAVI, Geschichtsschulbücher als Erinnerungsorte: Ein Gedächtnis für die 

Einwanderungsgesellschaft?, in: Jan MOTTE, Rainer OHLIGER (eds), Geschichte und Gedächtnis in der 
Einwanderungsgesellschaft: Migration zwischen historischer Rekonstruktion und Erinnerungspolitik, 
Essen 2004, pp. 199-212; Rainer OHLIGER, Deutsche Minderheiten, Flüchtlinge, Vertriebene: Schul
bücher als Orte historischer Repräsentation von Minderheitenexistenz und Zwangsmigration, in: Ibid. 
pp. 213-234. 
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also owns the cultural capital to reproduce and narrate its own big his tory that includes 
all the small stories. 

Ir. COMMEMORATING THE HISTORY 
OF LABOUR MIGRATION 

Historical knowledgc about (recent labour) migration and public commemoration of 
this history is not yet widely spread in German society. Fifty years after the first labour 
recruitment contracts were concluded in 1955 the question can be asked what traces 
this history has left in Germany's mnemoscape. How present is the group of labour 
migrants, many of them citizens by now, in the societies' collective memory? Which 
(potential) lieux de memoire or discernable historical traces can be found in the pub
lic sphere? Wh ich points of reference and commemoration has immigration left be
yond the narrow realm of historical scholarship ? Historical research of German labour 
migration his tory is slowly becoming professionalised. Ever since the 1990s scholarly 
work in this area has grown3• Research in contemporary his tory provides results in 
various areas of the field, such as migration policy, Alltagsgeschichte of migration, busi
ness and economic history. Thus, migration's history is more and more prcsent in 
scholarly debates. However, with regard to collective memory and the historical and 
cultural inventory of the public sphere it remains largely invisible. This invisibility al
so pertains to the discourse of commemoration4• This observation contrasts with the 
fact that everyday life in Germany, in particular its cities, is significantly shaped by mi
grants and their culture. 

3 Possible examples are Barbara SONNENBERGER, Nationale Migrationspolitik und regionale Erfahrung. 
Die Anfänge der Arbeitsmigration in Südhessen 1955-1967, Darmstadt 2003; Karen SCHÖNWÄLDER, 
Einwanderung und ethnische Pluralität. Politische Entscheidungen und öffentliche Debatten in 
Großbritannien und der Bundesrepublik von den 1950er- bis zu den 1970er-Jahren, Essen 2001; Ulrich 
HERBERT, Karin HUNN, Gastarbeiter und Gastarbeiterpolitik in der Bundesrepublik. Vom Beginn der 
offiziellen Anwerbung bis zum Anwerbestopp (1955-1973), in: Axe1 SCHILDT, Detlcf SIEGFRIED, Karl 
LAMMERS (eds), Dynamische Zeiten. Die 60er Jahre in den bei den deutschen Gesellschaften, Hamburg 
2000, pp. 273-310; Yvonne RIEKER, ,Ein Stück Heimat findet man ja immer.< Die italienische Einwan
derung in die Bundesrepublik, Essen 2003. 

4 For the scholarly debate on memory and commemoration see Jan ASSMANN, Kollektives Gedächtnis 
und kulturelle Identität, in: ID., Tonio HÖLSCHER (eds), Kultur und Gedächtnis, Frankfurt a. M. 1988, 
pp. 9-11; Aleida ASSMANN, Dietrich HARTH (eds), Mnemosyne. Formen und Funktionen kultureller 
Erinnerung, Frankfurt a. M. 1991; Harald WnzER (ed.), Das soziale Gedächtnis. Geschichte, Erin
nerung, Tradierung, Hamburg 2001; Aleida ASSMANN, Ute FREVERT, Geschichtsvergessenheit -
Geschichtsversessenheit. Vom Umgang mit deutschen Vergangenheiten nach 1945, Stuttgart 1999. 
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III. THE ONE-MILLIONTH ,.GUESTWORKER« 
BETWEEN ICON AND CLICHE 
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Probably the most important and also controversiallieu de memoire of labour migra
tion in Germany is the picture of Armando Rodrigues de Si, the one-millionth »guest
worker«, who arrived in 1964. The picture of Rodrigues de Si and his welcome pres
ent, a motor-bike, deserves critical attentions. This picture has become the photo
graphie icon of memory in postwar German history with regard to immigration. I t was 
reproduced by various media over and over again and found its place in numerous his
tory textbooks6• Today, the motor-bike of the late Rodrigues de Si, who died in 1979, 
is owned by the ,.Haus der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland« in Bonn, 
Germany's museum of contemporary his tory. It was bought from Rodrigues de Si's 
family7. By presenting the motor-bike in the museum the gesture of donation is being 
petrified, historically ennobled and perpetuated. This form of representation and com
memoration does not sufficiently match the perspective and interpretation of immi
grants themselves8• However, it is the lieu de memoire of the one millionth »guest
worker« Rodrigues de Si and his motor-bike that provide ample room for decon
struction and re-interpretation of immigration history. The welcoming of Rodrigues 
de Si needs to be put into the context of his biography and German migration history. 
Limiting it to one, moreover glorifying aspect does not help to understand the com
plexity of the issue. The stylised museum icon Rodrigues de Si needs to be context
ualised in three ways. First, the picture conveys the known cliche, that labour migrants 
to Germany were predominantly young and male. Social historical research, however, 
has put this wrong perception into its correct perspective9 by reconstructing in detail 
the degree to which women immigrated or in which sectors the migration of families 
predominated10• Second, the picture represents the social reality of arrival in a heavily 

5 The picture or rather the numerous variants of the motif usually show a somewhat shy Rodrigues de 
Sa, who is welcomed by a committee of employers and journalists. He is given a bouquet of flowers and 
a motor-bike as welcome presents. The German press agency dpa reported that a band played German 
march music and »To the fight, Torero« from Georges Bizets' opera Carmen. 

6 See for example the following textbooks: Florian OSBURG, Dagmar KLOSE (eds), Expedition Geschichte, 
vol. 4 (Grade 10), Ausgabe Berlin, Frankfurt a. M. 2000, p. 106; Hans-Ouo REGENHARDT, Claudia 
TATSCH (eds), Forum Geschichte, vol. 4, Vom Ende des Ersten Weltkriegs bis zur Gegenwart, Cor
nelsen, Berlin 2003, p. 294. The print media has been using the picture continuously since 1964. See for 
example the cover story of the leading German news magazine Der Spiegel as of 7 October 1964, p. 44. 

7 For an interpretation by the Haus der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland see the book by Veit 
DIDCZUNEIT and Hanno SOWADE (eds), Zündapp Sport Combinette. Geschenk für den millionsten 
Gastarbeiter, Bonn 2004. The Haus der Geschichte owns most of the artifacts related to the history of 
Rodrigues de Sa. 

8 For an alternative interpretation see <http://www.angekommen.com>.This prize winning webpage was 
launched in September 2004 when the 40th anniversary of Rodrigues de Sa was commemorated at the 
train station in Cologne-Deutz, where he had arrived in 1964. 

9 See Monika MATTES, Zum Verhältnis von Migration und Geschlecht: Anwerbung und Beschäftigung 
von .Gastarbeiterinnen« in der Bundesrepublik 1960 bis 1973, in: Jan MOTTE, Rainer OHLIGER, Anne 
VON OSWALD (eds), 50 Jahre Bundesrepublik - 50 Jahre Einwanderung: Nachkriegsgeschichte als Mi
grationsgeschichte, Frankfurt a. M. 1999, pp. 285-309. 

10 Beyond this, the pictures of Rodrigues de Sa are pretty strongly shaped by stereotypes of masculinity. 
The newly arrived immigrant receives a motor-bike as welcome present. This gift epitomises male in-
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biased way. The representation mirrors neither the exhausting train journey from 
Greece, Spain, Portugal or Turkey, until1970 often in local trains!!, nor the very limited 
living conditions in »guestworker« camps 12. Moreover, the picture does not contribute 
anything to understanding the social and historie al reasons for migration. The 
historical context thus remains empty. Third, Armando Rodrigues de Sa's biography 
is usually not told when representing the photo. Or it is reduced to the limited aspect 
of arriving in Germany. However, it seems to be important to get to know more about 
the person and his social setting to fuHy grasp the meaning and prevent the emergence 
of historie al myths or fictions. One should at least be informed about the fact that 
Rodrigues de Sa died in 1979 in Portugal as a late consequence of having had an acci
dent at work in Germany. He did not know that his German health insurance also 
covered health costs in Portugal and thus was medicaHy treated too late. As an effect 
of late treatment he died early13. 

IV. EMPTY PLACEHOLDERS 
HISTORICAL MONUMENTS FOR »GUESTWORKERS« 

In its issue of 25 February 2004 the German daily Frankfurter Rundschau reported 
under the headline »Monument for >Guestworkers,« that the department of culture in 
the city of Frankfurt had launched a competition for such a monument. The competi
ti on caHs for striking ideas of how to commemorate the labour migration that was 
directed toward Frankfurt14• The initiative goes back to an idea of an Italian labour 
immigrant involved in local politics. The monument shall be built at the main train sta
tion where most labour immigrants arrived. It is supposed to fill an existing vacuum, 
since »nothing in the public realm reminds the citizens of the process of migration 
which affected more than 20 percent of Frankfurt's population«!5. 

The city of Frankfurt is decisively shaped by immigration. It is one of the (few) cities 
in Germany that fuHy recognises this fact, not least by having implemented a multi-

dependence in a time whenJames Dean and his movie ,.Rebe! Without Cause« or his German equiva
lent Horst Buchholz (,.Die Halbstarken«) were still vividly remembered. However, the symbol was 
chosen at a moment when German society shifted from motor-bikes to cars. And it was not least the 
automobile industry that played the leading role in labour recruitment. For a critique of the picture see 
also: Geschichtswerkstatt Göttingen, angeworben ... - ein falsches Bild, in: Kat ja DOMINIK, Marc JÜNE
MANN,Jan MOITE, Astrid REIN ECKE (eds), Angeworben, eingewandert, abgeschoben. Ein anderer Blick 
auf die Einwanderungsgesellschaft Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Münster 1999, pp. 13-14. 

11 See Mathilde JAMIN, Fremde Heimat: Zur Geschichte der Arbeitsmigration aus der Türkei, in: MOTrE, 
OHLIGER, VON OSWALD, 50 Jahre (see note 9), pp. 145-164. 

12 See Anne VON OSWALD, Barbara ScHMIDT, .Nach Schichtende sind sie immer in ihr Lager zurück
gekehrt. ,,«: Leben in .Gastarbeiter«-Unterkünften in den sechziger und siebziger Jahren, in: Ibid. 
pp. 184-214. 

13 For details see Mathilde JAMIN, Migrationsgeschichte im Museum: Erinnerungsorte von Arbeitsmi
granten - kein Ort der Erinnerung?, in: MOTrE, OHLIGER, Geschichte und Gedächtnis in der Einwan
derungsgesellschaft (see note 2), pp. 145-157. 

14 See Stadt Frankfurt am Main, Press information of the Cultural Department, 10 February 2004. 
15 See Denkmal für >Gastarbeiter<, in: Frankfurter Rundschau, 25 February 2004. 
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"Der Ausländer - der Reisende«, sculpture made by Guido Messer, opposite tbe train station Stuttgart
Obertürkheim (pieture: Veit Müller, Markgröningen). 
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layered policy of multiculturalism and the establishment of a specific office dealing 
with these issues. Frankfurt will construct a monument for »guestworkers« for which 
plans existed before in numerous other cities. Those plans, however, all failed to co me 
into existence. For instance, the small town of Reichenbach at the Fils in Baden-Würt
temberg launched a competition for amigration sculpture in the early 1980s. It was 
planned to be placed in the pedestrian zone, i.e. in the very centre of the town. The 
artist Guido Messer won the competition with his art work »The Foreigner«, but in 
the end the project was not completed. Controversies in the eity council blocked the 
effort for seven years. Thus, it was impossible to put »The Foreigner« into the centre 
of the communityl6. It took ten more years until Messer was able to carry out the plans 
for his sculpture in front of the train station in Stuttgart-Obertürkheim. This fruition 
became possible only by way of a trick: "The Foreigner« went through a metamor
phosis and was turned into »The Traveller«: "This was the only possibility to find fi
nancial support for the project«17. In the meantime, the artist succeeded in re-estab
lishing the original name, so that "The Foreigner« actually could be achieved in this 
clandestine way. Messer's sculpture is accepted by the loeal population. 

Another comparable project failed almost simultaneously in the then German cap
ital of Bonn. There the Spanish group of the Catholic Workers' Association took the 
initiative in 1989 for a »Monument of Co-existence of Germans and Foreigners«, or 
shorter: a »Monument for Integration«. The city administration responded to the pro
posal with a rejection 18. It was argued that the time elapsed since the immigration 
process was not enough, that it was not directed at commemorating a specific person 
or event and moreover, that a monument would not help to improve relations between 
Germans and foreigners and thus foster integration. 

Monuments can be understood as a way of establishing consensus about historical 
and cultural events and thus creating identity. This, however, was not possible in pre
vious cases. For instance, the failure to erect Messer's sculpture »The Foreigner« and 
the intention to deny its original meaning or make it invisible show the potential for 
conflicts that bringing immigrants and foreigners into the public space holds. One can 
conclude that there is not just a lack of political, but also of cultural recognition with 
regard to the representation of immigrants. In Germany's symbolically communicated 
historical space segregation of memories prevails. This space is (so far still) more or 
less void of (labour) immigrants and their his tory. »The Foreigner« was not put into 
the centre of a city, the pedestrian zone, as originally planned. It was erected in front 
of a train station. At this place it might be seen as symbol for arrival. Train stations, 
however, are ambivalent locations. People do not wait at train stations after having 
arrived. One waits for trains that depart. Thus the journey of »The Foreigner« might 
rather be directed horne in the view of the receiving society. In the pedestrian zone the 
sculpture would have been removed from the place of arrival and departure. Then it 

16 Note of the anist Guido Messer to Jan Motte, 25 June 2003. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Cf. the ans wer of the eity's head of administration to the Federal Commissioner for Foreigner's Affairs, 

Oetober 1989. The letter is held by Mr. Vidal Olmos. The projectwas also known in Spanish as »Monu
mento al Emigrante«, i.e. »Monument for the Emigrant«. 
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would have emphasised the process of staying and remaining in the host society. The 
situation of coming, arriving and staying was symbolically kept ambiguous. 

V. COMMEMORATION IN THE URBAN PUBLIC SPHERE 
STREET NAMES AS MEANS OF RECOGNITION 

In its issue of 3 March 2004 the daily Solinger Morgenpost headlined: »Commemor
ation between trees and benches: A Mercimek-Square shall remind of the arson attaek 
at the Untere Wernerstraße«. Eleven years after an arson attack in which five Turkish 
immigrant wornen and children were killed as a consequence ofaxenophobic act, this 
event shall be symbolically remembered. The square will be located in a newly estab
lished neighbourhood dose to the house that was burned in 199319. The name Mer
cimek-Square points to the Turkish village from which the vietims, the Gen~ family, 
originated. This project will finally be fulfilled after endless debates were held in the 
city council and recurring public demands for renaming astreet to remernber the vic
tirns occurred. Previously this protest was articulated in Solingen several tim es, by 
symbolically renaming astreet without a vote of the city council. This happened most 
recently in 2003, when the tenth anniversary of the arson attack was commemorated. 
The protestors particularly dernanded to rernember the victims as people and thus give 
the act of cornmemoration a face. They asked to rename astreet dose to the burnt 
house »Hülya Street«20. The solution that was proposed by the city administration, 
however, points to the victims' place of origin. The direct link to the murders and the 
victims, the original reason for the plans, is no longer dearly visible. Again in Frank
furt, in the area of Bockenheim, there is a symbolic commemoration of the victims in 
Solingen. In 1999, a square was officially named »Hülya Square«. This initiative was 
launched by the city's foreigners' council (Ausländerbeirat), the official representation 
of imrnigrant's interests. 

A third example can be found in Cologne. In 1993 astreet was named after Bahide 
Arslan, who was the victim ofaxenophobie attaek in the city of Mölln in 1992. The 
examples show a eertain trend: in German cities and towns labour immigrants are not 
or only marginally represented when it comes to street and square names. In the few 
cases, however, where labour immigrants are publidy commemorated, it is with regard 
to violent attacks, murders and racism. How to interpret this fact? Does it mean that 
the threshold for symbolic policy of commemorating labour imrnigrants is built by acts 
of murder and physical violence? The current symbolie practiee seems to indicate that 
immigrants are predominantly seen and remembered as victims of violence. Probably 
the most well-known examples in this line and tradition of commemoration stern from 
the cities of Kassel and Hamburg. Here eitizens' initiatives (unofficially) renamed 

19 The ruins of the house were removed in order to avoid becoming a place of negative memories. A small 
monument at the former site of the house reminds of the arson attack. Moreover, a monument was built 
on the area of the Mildred-Scheel-School in Solingen. 

20 Hülya Gen~ was one of the five victims. 
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squares after Cemal Altun. The name reminds the public of an asylum seeker who com
mitted suicide out of despair. Thus the symbolic act points to a rigid asylum policy in
stead of an individual person21 • One ean condude that the lack of monuments and 
street names with regard to the history of labour migration represents a general poliey 
of non-reeognition on the locallevel. 

VI. FROM EXHIBITION TO MUSEUM 

Museums and curators in Germany have discovered migration history as a topic worth 
showing. In the last ten years numerous historical exhibitions were displayed. With 
the 50th anniversary of the recruitment of labour migration having been celebrated in 
2005 even the national history museum in Berlin organised an exhibition on the topiC22• 

Moreover, immigrant associations and a cirde of younger historians and intellectuals 
have started a debate on the establishment of a migration museum. Though the idea 
about creating and institutionalising a migration museum goes back as far as the 1970s 
and early 1980s, it has only gained mo mentum more recently. 

Close to the time of the labour recruitment stop in 1973 the first historical exhib
itions on labour migration were curated. The first exhibition in West Germany was 
probably »Gastarbeiter - Fremdarbeiter« (»Guestworkers - Foreign Labour«) in 
Berlin in 1975. It was put together by the Greek artist Vlassis Caniaris. The title em
phasised the continuity of employment of foreign labour stretching back to the time 
before 194523• Simultaneously the Cultural Office in Berlin-Kreuzberg showed the ex
hibition »Mehmet kam aus Anatolien« (»Mehmet Came from Anatolia .. )2~. According 
to Martin Düspohl, the director of the Kreuzberg Museum, this was an exhibition that 
showed the Turkish labour immigration from a cultural perspective25• This first phase 
of social and cultural historical exhibitions ended at the beginning of the 1980s26• The 
number of exhibitions decreased until avirulent debate about asylum and immigration 
started in the early 1990s. New historical exhibitions paralleled these political contro
versies about immigration at the beginning of the 1990s. 

21 On Cemal Altun and the consequences of German asylum poliey see Rolf GÖSSNEll, Fanal ohne 
Wirkung?, in: Ossietzky, Zweiwochenschrift für PolitikiKulturlWirtschaft 18 (2003). Next to the sym
bolic street names in Hamburg and Kassel a monument in Berlin·Charlottenburg reminds of Cemal Al
tun. 

22 Rosemarie BEIER-DE HAAN (ed.), Zuwanderungsland Deutschland. Migration 1500-2005, Wolfrats
hausen 2005. 

23 This exhibition was organised by the Berlin artist programme of the German Academic Exchange Of
fice (DAAD) and the Neue Gesellschaft für Bildende Künste in Berlin. 

24 Kunstamt Kreuzberg (ed.), Mehmet kam aus Anatolien. Ausstellungskatalog, Berliner Festspiele 
GmbH, Berlin 1975. 

25 Martin DÜSPOHL, ,.In jeder Generation tauscht sich die Bevölkerung einmal aus ... « Migrations
geschichte in der Konzeption des Kreuzberg-Museums (Berlin), in: MOlTE, OHLIGER, Geschichte und 
Gedächtnis in der Einwanderungsgesellschaft (see note 2), pp. 159-179. 

26 Further examples for this early phase are ,. Türkei - Heimat von Menschen in unserer Stadt« and 
,.Türkische Mitbürger in Hamburg« (both Hamburg, 1976); ,.morgens Deutschland, abends Türkei« 
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Another phase of historical exhibitions on migration history started in the late 
1990s. In particular the exhibition »Premde Heimat« (»Being Horne Abroad«), or
ganised by the Ruhrlandmuseum in Essen and by the immigrant association DOMiT 
in Cologne can be seen as alandmark for numerous reasons27• Pirst, the exhibition and 
the catalogue were bilingual, in German and Turkish. Second, amigrant organisation 
cooperated on equal footing with an established cultural institution. Third, the visit
ors of the exhibition were around 30 percent immigrants, so that a new audience was 
reached. This success motivated further exhibitions on migration histo~8. 

Beyond these temporary projects there have been plans for the establishment of a 
migration museum for more than 20 years. A first concept for a »Museum for the His
tory and Culture of >Guestworkers<<< was developed in Bochum in 1980, proposed by 
an employee of the Kemnade InternationaF9. The museum was intended to develop 
educational perspectives to overcome the ignorance ab out reasons for labour migra
tion and its history. It was not only envisioned as a classical museum that collects, pre
serves and displays objects or organises exhibitions on migration his tory and every
day immigrant life; it was also meant to become a centre for migrant intellectuals and 
their culturallife, activities and products30• 

Since this first proposal for a museum the idea has been launched again by various 
institutions31 • Currently it is mainly the »Verein für ein Migrationsmuseum« in 
Cologne and the Berlin based NGO Network Migration in Europe «www.network
migration.org» that lobby for a migration museum in Germany, be the institution na
tional or European in its scope. However, one can also find an overlap with various 
other projects. Por instance, there are two initiatives in Hamburg and Bremen which 
invest in permanently displaying the his tory of emigration. The initiative in Hamburg 
is in its planning stage whereas the »Deutsche Auswandererhaus« (German House of 
Emigration) has already been opened in Bremerhaven in summer 2005 (<http://www. 
dah-bremerhaven.de». Both initiatives discovered the importance of immigration 
and intend to include the topic into their exhibitions. The sudden and recent emergence 
of several new initiatives for migration museums indicates the change of public opin
ion with regard to migration, its history and its commemoration. 

(Kunstamt Berlin-Kreuzberg, 1981); »Der Weg - Jugoslawische Frauen in Berlin« (organised by female 
migrants in Berlin) and »Griechen und Deutsche - Bilder von Anderen« (both launched in the early 
1980s). 

27 Aytac;; ERYILMAZ, Mathilde JAMIN (eds), Fremde Heimat. Eine Geschichte der Einwanderung aus der 
Türkei, Essen 1998. 

28 Examples are Referat Stadtgeschichte der Landeshauptstadt München (ed.), Für 50 Mark einen Italiener, 
München 2000; Kreuzbergmuseum (ed.). »Wir waren die Ersten .... « Berlin 2000; DOMiT (ed.). 40 
Jahre Fremde Heimat, Cologne 2001; Landeszentrale für Politische Bildung Niedersachsen (ed.), 
Hiergeblieben, Hannover 2002. 

29 The Kemnade International was a cultural festival that started in the 1970s. Its focus was immigrant an 
and the challenges for art in an immigration society. 

30 See Aytac;; ERYILMAz, Deutschland braucht ein Migrationsmuseum. Plädoyer für einen Paradigmen
wechsel in der Kulturpolitik, in: MOTTE, OHLIGER, Geschichte und Gedächtnis in der Einwan
derungsgesellschaft (see note 2), pp. 305-319. 

31 The former »Bücherei des Deutschen Ostens« in Herne was re-organised as Martin-Opitz-Bibliothek 
in the late 1980s. Within this process a concept for an immigration museum was developed. 
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VII. ANALYSING A CINEASTIC APPROACH: 
THE MOVIE SOLINO AS ,.LIEUX DE MEMOIRE« 

The cinema has recently rediscovered the topic migration. After early beginnings with 
Rainer Werner Fassbinder's »Angst essen Seele auf« or »40qm Deutschland« immi
gration got new attention as film subject with the movie »Solino« in 200231• Films can 
become lieux de memoire, in which his tory is focussed, collective identities are formed 
and fostered33• 

Soli no was released in German movie theatres in November 2002. One year later 
more than 600,000 people had visited the film of the Hamburg film director Fatih Akin. 
Solino could have had good chances of becoming wh at the PR section of the produc
tion company and many articles in the press declared: the »immigration epic«, the »film 
of labour migration history«34, a »heart warming >guestworkers< story«3S, a film about 
»an Italian family of labour migrants«36 or an »authentie his tory of an immigrant fam
ily«37, a film, that illustrates the history of migration to the Federal Republic, which 
catches the audience's attention with »unique sets of historical pictures«38. Critics 
wrote that it served »as document for the 1960s«39. Solino was said to be »a wonder
fuHy exact part of immigration history. It put a piece of untold German history on the 
screen«40; it was staged as a »huge saga of an (immigrant) family«41. The director Fatih 
Akin stressed in several interviews, he had reproduced the perspective of the »guest
workers« in the format 1:1. He claimed to not having made the film from a German 
perspective. Akin pointed to Fassbinder as a negative counter example42: ,.1 wanted to 
create a monument for the whole first generation of >guestworkers< «43. The film 
director and the author of the script wanted a high quality piece of art to become an 

32 An overview about migration and film is provided by Deniz GÖKTÜRK, Migration und Kino - Sub na
tionale Mitleidskultur oder transnationale Rollenspiele?, in: Carmine CHIELLINO (ed.), Interkulturelle 
Literatur in Deutschland. Ein Handbuch, Stuttgart 2000, pp. 329-347. 

33 In the German context the epic »Heimat« by Edgar Reitz should be taken into comparison. It started 
a critical re-appraisal of the term .Heimat •. In terms of publicly commemorating the Holocaust the 
American soap opera -Holocaust. (1978) and .Schindler's List« (1993) played an important role. 

34 See Hamburger Abendblatt, 24 November 2003. 
35 This was a statement of the interviewer of the Bayerischer Rundfunks in an interview with movie di

rector Fatih Akin, see Fatih Akin über seine Art Filme zu machen, <http://www.br-online.de/unter
haltung/kino/filme/200211/101/>. 

36 See NDR Special: Solino - Der neue Film von Fatih Akin, <hnp:llwww.ndr.de/ndrlspecial/ film-
feschamburg2002/ solino.html>. 

37 WestART Magazin, 31 October 2002, WDR TV. 
38 <http://www.filmstarts.de>. the film and movie magazine in the Internet. 
39 Film critique in .outnow«, <http://www.outnow.ch>. 
40 Solino, see <http://www.hochschulfilmclub.de/cgi-bin/ movie_db.pVfilrne/1 046891859.html>. 
41 NDR Online, film review .Solino«. 
42 Die Zeit, Kulturbrief vom 25. Oktober bis zum 3. November 2002, Achim FEHRENIlACH (Gesprächs

führung), Der Regisseur Fatih Akin über seinen neuen Film .Solino«, <http://www.zeit.de/2002/44/ 
Kultur/kulturbrieL25102002.html>. 

43 See an interview with Fatih Akin, Votivkino, film description, <http://www.votivkino.atltextlang 
1-438soli.htm>. 
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omnipresent place for commemoration. However, to label ,.Solino as a film about the 
first pizzeria in the Ruhr area is maybe a smart marketing strategy, but it is mislead
ing«44. The movie could have become a centrallieu de memoire for German post-war 
migration history, similar to the TV series ,.Roots« for African-Americans in the USA 
in the 1970s45. But the movie did not manage to do so. 

The film teIls the story of the family Amato, which came from the small southern 
ltalian village Solino to Duisburg in the 1960s. There they open the first pizzeria in 
Germany. The family story turns mainly around the conflictual relation of the two 
brothers Gigi and Giancarlo. It is told from the 1960s to the 1980s. The family falls 
apart. Gigi and his mother Rosa return to Italy. The father Romano keeps the pizzeria 
with his German girl friend. Gigi makes under false pretences a career as a film director. 
Thus, he fulfills the dream his brother Giancarlo had dreamt of for himself. The film 
script of the renowned author Ruth Toma is based upon the true story of her husband. 
Her parents-in-Iaw had opened a pizzeria in the city Oberhausen in the 1960s. Thus 
hoth, the film maker Fatik Akin, a child of Turkish labour immigrants, and the author 
of the script are biographically involved in the story of the film. 

The criticism of the film starts with its subtitle and the main plot. The film was ad
vertised and released under the title: »Solino: Brothers are always dosest friends ... and 
hitter rivals«. The tide was not: »Solino: An immigration story«. The film distributor 
probably made a conscious and market oriented decision when releasing the film as "a 
tragic-comic family portrait and the empathic story of two rivaIling brothers«. The po
tential for an immigrant epic is hidden under the brotherly conflict, the love stories, 
the dreams of horne and the cineastic reminiseents of Italian neo-realism. The German 
daily die tageszeitung charaeterised it correetly when writing: ,. Fatih Akin onee started 
out to bring an immigrant perspective into German cinema. In Solino not much re
mains of it: a little bit yearning for Italy, a little bit Ruhr epie, a littie bit of a rivalry 
between brothers ... «46. 

The film critic of the national daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Andreas Kilb 
first stated: ,.And again it looks as if aspeIl has been released, as if apart of German 
reality, in which we live, has finally made its way into the movie theatres«. Then his 
hard and devastating criticism foIlowed: »It is a story of arrival and departure, a story 
about being in-between two worlds, two languages, two kinds of skies. That is the way 
it seems. Or it eould have been like this. It eould have been like this if Fatih Akin and 
Ruth Thoma had felt the desire to present us something else than a niee evening among 
brothers«47. Kilb criticised that the historical substance had evaporated in the movie. 
An illustration for this loss of substance is to overlook the world of labour. This part 
of life was essential for millions of labour migrants. It shaped their existence in Ger
many. The world of industry - in the case of the father in the movie it was a coaI mine 

44 Film critique at <http://www.programmkino.de>. 
45 The West German movie theater of the 1950s partly played a similar role for refugees and expellees. 

However, these films have not become long term lieux de memoire. They only had a timely limited im
pact. See Robert MOELLE~ War Stories. The Search for a Usable Past in the Federal Republic of Ger
many, Berkeley 2ool. 

46 die tageszeitung, 7 November 2002. 
47 Andreas KILB. Vorsicht. frisch gestrichen. Der Gastarbeiter-Film -Solino«. in: <http://faz.net>. 
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- are left out. These places of hard labour, of repression, but also solidarity among col
leagues are not shown. Only in two very short sequences the audience sees the father 
in the coal mine. For Akin these allusions have to suffice to represent a whole orbit of 
work experiences. The author of the script Ruth Toma criticised herself that scenes of 
everyday life were sacrificed during the final cut. Places beyond pizza and pasta such 
as the confrontation of the children with the German school system and the first job 
of the father in the mines were removed48• This is also true for the originally Ion ger 
section about the emigration and the reasons for it. Those scenes about pI aces that be
came decisive for the first generation of immigrants were replaced by other narratives. 
Instead of taking the story of immigration seriously it was amputated. Instead of real
izing the claim to create a visual monument for the first generation of immigrants, it 
focuses on the story of the two brothers, who belong to the second generation. 

And yet, despite all criticism Soli no drew huge attention with its stories, pictures 
and the atmosphere it genera ted. The reactions from among the audience were over
whelmingly positive. And even the shortened version of the immigration story was 
mosdy received positively. In particular visitors who came from immigrant farnilies 
commented positively upon it in the virtual guest book. The entries show that the film 
managed to create an identity among immigrants that transcends individual immigrant 
groups. So me comments stated that the film went beyond the specific his tory of Ital
ian labour migrants. It condensed their history into a paradigmatic story which served 
as identification for other groups. »I am Turkish, I found the film overwhelming. I im
mediately went to see it together with my father and recommended it to others«. Here 
Fatih Akin's view is confirmed: »It does not matter if an immigrant comes from Ana
tolia or Apulia« (entry in the guestbook49, 16 November 2002). However, one could 
argue that Fatih Akin only superficially touched upon the first wave of immigration 
of ,.guestworkers«50. Spectators from immigrant families watched ,.Solino« as repre
sentation of their family history and were grateful for it. Guido Messer's statement 
about his sculpture, that imrnigrants appreciate the fact to be put in the centre at all, 
also holds true for the movie and the reactions it generated. This positive appreciation 
of the film was only challenged by a few critical voices. One comment of a ,.daughter 
of an immigrant from Southern Italy« read: ,. To be honest, I was not only bored to 
death, but 1 was angry about Solino. [ ... ] The film is nothing but a disappointment! 
[ ... ] It does not reconstruct any of our experiences. Hardly anything of what we real
ly lived through is shown. [ ... ] It would have been more honest, to tell the story of two 
rivalling brothers and leave Italy and the >guestworkers< issue out of it. [ ... ] Emigra
tion, living abroad and feelings of belonging are not a topic for him [Fatih Akin].« 
(Entry in Internet guestbook, 14 November 2002.) 

48 This is a statement of Ruth Toma who wrote the film seript, see Verlag der Autoren, Programmheft 
No. 2, 2002, pp. 3-7, here p. 5. 

49 <http;//www.solino-derfilm.de>. 
50 die tageszeitung, 7 November 2002. The WDR magazine westART interpreted this perspective more 

positively; -In Solino the milieu of the .guestworkers< just serves as a key for people with a similar so
eialisationc. See westART - magazine, 31 Oetober 2002. 
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One criticism read that »watching the movie made the spectator realise that the 
chapter >guestworkers< migration has not yet been part of German movies«51. Unfor
tunately this statement still holds tme, even after Solino. The topic that was targeted 
perfectly by the film makers Fatih Akin or Yüksel Yavuz in their documentaries, still 
waits for a convincing realisation in a movie52. The cinematic, epic monument for the 
history of labour migration is stilliacking in Germany53. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Two recent intellectual debates are important for the topic this article deals with: on 
the one hand it is the role of historical memory, on the other it is the controversy ab out 
immigration and integration. It is striking that the two discourses have rarely been 
brought together in Germany, though they are central to the definition of what his
torieal and eontemporary German identity iso The topics remain largely detached from 
each other. This is the more surprising as both discourses have a similar leitmotif. They 
refer to the question of membership within a nation state and its public sphere. In the 
diseourse about memory history and historical narratives in the broadest sense playa 
key role. In the discourse ab out immigration and integration the historical dimension 
remains vague. The immigration soeiety does not yet constitute itself as a community 
of shared narratives (Erinnerungs- und Erzählgemeinscha[t). It does not share a com
mon heritage or common traditions. The native born population and the immigrant 
population (and its ehildren) live in separate worlds of commemoration. They do not 
own a shared memory. Their memories are divided. One aspect of this divided history 
is, that the two groups do not inhabit common historical-symbolic spaces. This sym
bolie segregation is visible at historical anniversaries as weIl as at classical sites of his
torieal commemoration, interpretation and representation such as monuments, street 
names, museums or more modern lieux de memoire such as films, movies and other 
e1ectronic media. 

As a consequence, participation of immigrants in discourses ab out history and 
memory and thus their reeognition are not very well anchored. They are often reduced 
to a narrow understanding of integration, which aims at economic and social, partly 
also at political rights and participation. Within this utilitarian framework questions 
of eeonomies, of social success or failure and more recently of linguistic assimilation 
prevail. Historical-symbolic recognition, however, is an important part of fully exer
cised citizenship rights and thus a precondition for political, soeial and cultural par
ticipation. This recognition is also important for the creation of an emotionally 

51 Verlag der Autoren, Programmheft No. 2, 2002, p. 7. 
52 Fatih AKIN, Wir haben vergessen zurückzukehren (2000); Yüksel YAVUZ, Mein Vater der Gastarbeiter 

(1994). 
53 German TV recently also discovered immigration history as a subject for documentaries and fiction. 

The most important example is the prize winning film -Zeit der Wünsche« (firne ofWishes) which was 
shown on German TV in] anuary 2005 at prime time. The film won the prestigious Adolf Grimme prize. 
It told the story of Turkish labour imrnigrants since the 1960s. 
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grounded membership in society. In practice it often remains an empty placeholder. 
The key areas of culture and his tory are not yet mirrored in the main controversies 
about establishing and furnishing Germany's immigration society. What might be the 
reasons for this? A rather banal answer, though not unimportant, points to a different 
access for native born Germans and immigrants to cultural resources. These resources 
are often denied to immigrants within the struggle for scarce goods. Often mi grants 
do not succeed in gaining access since they are not part of networks and decision 
making processes. Sometimes they also lack their own elite that can demand these 
rights by way of handling established power structures. 

A deeper reason is related to the historical concept of culture and nation in Ger
many (and Central Europe), i.e. what is eligible for recognition within the interrela
tion of nation and culture. These twO concepts were for a long time forged together in 
the term Kulturnation (cultural nation). And this interrelation was legitimised by 
politics and science. This is one reason why cultural reform and opening up the defi
nition of culture is often seen as a danger and threat. The challenge for society, politics, 
the public in general, but also for historiography and public history is to fill the gap of 
history and culture that can be discerned in the migration debate. The first attempts 
are visible: future projects for historical exhibitions and scholarship itself already point 
into this direction54• If culture, history and education could be centrally located within 
this debate, it would be a contribution for building the basis of a future integrated 
society. History and historically defined membership would then provide multiple 
perspectives. These perspectives would stretch from integration of immigrants into a 
model of constitutional patriotism (Verfassungs patriotismus) over individual or sub
cultural engagement with historical knowledge to the subversive potential for re
sistance that his tory can provide. Such a multi-Iayered view and interpretation of the 
common history is only in a nascent state. If such a perspective found its way into 
practices of memory in Germany, it would allow drawing the above mentioned social 
character of the »stranger as man without history« differently. The stranger could then 
become a person who does not only have his or her own history, but also somebody, 
whose history is worth being integrated and shared in the collective master narrative 
and the emerging memory of a country of immigration. 

54 For conceptional efforts to overcome nationally centered views of his tory see Jürgen OSTERHAMMEL, 
Geschichtswissenschaft jenseits des Nationalstaats. Studien zu Beziehungsgeschichte und Zivilisa
tionsvergleich, Gättingen 2001; Sebastian CONRAD, Doppelte Marginalisierung. Plädoyer für eine 
transnationale Perspektive auf die deutsche Geschichte, in: Geschichte und Gesellschaft 28 (2002) 
pp. 145-169. Hanna SCHISSLER, Yasemin Nuhoglu SOYSAL, Introduction:Teaching beyond the National 
Narrative, in: ID. (eds), The Nation, Europe and the World. Textbooks and Curricula in Transition, New 
York, Oxford 2005, pp. 1-9. For a historical narrative of migration history in the European context see 
Klaus J. BADE, Europa in Bewegung. Migration vom späten 18. Jahrhundert bis zur Gegenwart, Mu
ruch 2000. For aglobai perspective throughout ten centuries see Dirk HOERDER, Cultures in Contact. 
World Migrations in the Second Millennium, Durharn, London 2002. For France see Gerard NOlRIEL, 
Le creuset fran~ais. Histoire de I'immigration, XIX'-XX' siecles, Paris 1988. For individual European 
countries the series .Migrance« run by the Parisian NGO Generiques is also useful; it has issues on Bel
gium, Germany, Great Britain, Luxemburg and Spain (<http://www.generiques.orgl 
migrance.html> ). 


